
Where were you on the 10th of September 1966
Rosemary Bell

Recently  I  was  in  Imbil  a  wee  setlement  in  the  back  blocks  of  Queensland  .....very  
peaceful,very restul once I got used to the noises of the bush,the creaking of the house as 
it expanded and contracted with the heat and the birds making a diferent sound much 
more exotic  than our collection in New Zealand. 

I was with David's daughter and she checked the rain gauge (we had a sprinkling over night)  
and Alicen was entering details of rain fall on her chart and said one mil for the 10th of  
September.......wow  did  that  date  bring  back  a  memory......I  was  bridesmaid  at  a  High 
Church of England wedding.....it was a big wedding . The bride,the other bridesmaid and I  
had been inseparable during our initial nurse training....we studied together and worked 
hard , we had an interesting experience each week when the weekly tests results were 
announced.....the three of us dominated the top three spots......quite uncanny one week 
Susan would be top and Barbara and I occupied the next two places ,next week Barbara 
top and Susan and I were 2nd or third  and then I would get most marks and the other two 
were next....that way the marks were equal across the board by the end of the module of 
training for the three of us.     Therefore it seemed the correct outcome when Susan was 
planning  her  wedding  to  ask  the  remaining  two  of  the  three  musketeers  to  be 
bridesmaids..

We slept at Susan's house the night before the wedding  to be ready early in the morning 
for  hairdressing  and making  up carnation/  asparagus  fern  butonholes  for  each of  the 
hundred or so guests ......two of the groomsmen joined us as we sat/stood in the back 
garden in lovely sunshine with the "conveyor belt" of  construction.

Time to dress and be driven to the church...it was a huge old church with a vaulted ceiling 
that seemed to reach the sky.     Being High Church nuptial mass was celebrated for the 
bride and groom and during that time Barbara and I stood.....the congregation were invited 
to sit and of course Susan and her husband were moving around sitng,standing,kneeling 
as the various parts of the service were carried out . Barbara and I were quite tired by the 
end of the service !!

Following the procession to the open air there were the usual millions of photographs and 
unlike New Zealand where the bridal party drive away to a suitable setng and leave the  
guests to mix and mingle all the photographs were taken around the church grounds.   To 
the side of the church there was a set of   high wide stone steps and the photographer 
arranged everyone on the steps for the complete guest list to be in one photograph.....a bit 
of a nightmare getng everyone to comply.....it was a blessing that it was a fine day.

In the High Church of England the vicar is called father and I shall never forget
the name of vicar that married Susan.........Father Christmas .


